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FAIHR-L’s Homepage: A Report 

Introduction 
 

We (Lisa Chen and Victoria Wong) have led a project to create a design for FAIHR-L's  

 

homepage. This process has involved all of the FAIHR-L's librarians to consider the needs of  

 

patrons when using a homepage. Three committees (Outreach, Communication and Marketing,  

 

Collections, Cataloguing and Access and Reference and Instruction) were established to consider  

 

what had to be included on FAIHR-L's homepage. Each committee submitted their  

 

recommendations a deliverable that has influenced the design of FAIHR-L's homepage.  

 

The mockup of FAIHR-L's homepage was formulated to provide the best user experience  

 

for patrons. The mockup was originally inspired by common practices that other academic  

 

library sites used. After consulting the deliverables submitted by the committees, changes to the  

 

mockup were made to address their needs and recommendations. This report will provide  

 

explanations for the decisions made for the mockup and why the design exists as it is. 

Header 
 

The content occupying the top of the homepage features the most important components  

 

of the site. Based on observing academic library homepages, it was standard to display the  

 

university's logo and institution's name. An accessibility icon was also displayed at the top of the  

 

page. Although the Cataloguing Committee (Bai et al, 2015) recommended to place "Persons  

 

with Disabilities" as text underneath that icon, it was not included, as the text seemed  

 

unnecessary and describing users with 'disabilities' may be politically incorrect.  

 

The Tabs  
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  The tabs above the OPAC and Ask a Librarian were determined based on  

 

recommendations of the reports and observing other library websites. It was common for  

academic library homepages to have tabs such as Research, Services, Students and Faculty. The  

Cataloguing Committee (Bai et al, 2015) had asserted that only a single tab should be made for  

all users, as opposed to making separate ones for students and faculty, so that a single tab can  

collocate all relevant links in a single roll-down. However, the Outreach Committee  

(Arulanantham et al, 2015) argued that it was necessary to have a separate section for students so  

resources could be specifically catered to them. Having tabs for faculty and students was  

finalized, as each of these users have particular resources and needs that must be addressed  

separately.  

OPAC 
 

The OPAC is one of the most important components of any library homepage and was  

 

constructed with major considerations.   

 

The 'Catalogue' tab was the default of the OPAC. However, since two reports favourably  

 

recommended Summon, it was placed as the primary mode of accessing the catalogue. A drop- 

 

down for the catalogue was created, as was recommended, by the Cataloguing Committee.  

 

However, a drop-down was not included with Summon because it was decided that having all the  

 

options displayed above the search bar would make it easier for users to select a field. 

 

  The Cataloguing Committee (Bai et al, 2015) had recommended to place a 'Go' button  

 

outside of the search bar. However, this was not included in the mockup, as users can press the  

 

'Enter' button to initiate a search. A scope note was added to the OPAC's search bar. The  

 

Cataloguing Committee (Bai et al, 2015) provided a phrase to place in the OPAC and it has since  

 

been incorporated into the mockup. The scope note will be able to communicate to users what  
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they are searching through with their query. The scope note was placed within the search bar, as  

 

a scope note below the search bar would clutter the area. 

Ask a Librarian 
 

Providing a section for Ask a Librarian on the homepage is needed to make this service  

 

visible. Two reports addressed the presentation of Ask a Librarian on the homepage with  

 

conflicting suggestions. The Reference Committee (Harnum et al, 2015) recommended a chat  

 

box to be directly available at the homepage to allow patrons to initiate a conversation quickly.  

 

The Cataloguing Committee only wanted an Ask a Librarian icon image that would direct users  

 

to the program. 

 

After the discussion during the presentation on August 7th, we decided to have only an  

 

icon for Ask a Librarian on the homepage. As some FAIHR-L staff remarked, the chat box  

 

occupies too much space and some students have used the chat box inappropriately. 

Login 
 

The Login box is a key element that must be included for users. Login includes a field for  

 

the username and password, while also including a login button and a help link. The Cataloguing  

 

Committee had a similarly recommended description of the Login area when compared to the  

 

original mockup (Bai et al, 2015). Therefore, no changes were made to the login box.   

Hours 
 

The hours of the library must be available on the site, as users must know the hours of  

 

operation. The Cataloguing Committee (Bai et al, 2015) had recommended the hours of FAIHR- 

 

L to be directly displayed on the homepage. However, as FAIHR-L has only one branch, it  
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seemed unnecessary to feature the hours. With the clock icon, it clearly indicates that users can  

 

find more details on the hours and prevent cluttering the homepage with information.  

News & Events 
 

Various academic libraries have a section that highlight news or events at the library that  

 

encourage users to stay up-to-date with the development of FAIHR-L. The News & Events  

 

section will have rotating highlights and a large image that will attract users' attention. As was  

 

recommended in a report, highlights will rotate every ten seconds (Bai et al, 2015).  

Follow Us on Twitter 
 

A Twitter feed is common among library homepages. Unlike YouTube videos, tweets can  

 

be quickly digested by users, which is especially pertinent as users have a short attention span  

 

when browsing a site. The Outreach Committee (Arulanantham et al, 2015) preferred the  

 

presence on a Twitter feed for the purpose of highlighting events at the library. Previous  

 

mockups have left the Twitter feed untouched as it concurs with the Outreach Committee's  

 

report.  

Explore FAIHR-L 
 

Explore FAIHR-L is a section where users can learn about the library. For example, it  

 

can describe the history or inform the community of an incoming anniversary. The Cataloguing  

 

Committee described a component of the site that should have a collection spotlight; highlighting  

 

the collection would be a part of the Explore FAIHR-L section.  

Quick Links 
 

Quick links are a common feature of homepages. The Reference Committee (Harnum et  
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al, 2015) specifically referenced the University of British Columbia's library site as a model of a  

 

quick links section because it linked to the instruction and services provided by the reference  

 

department. Their recommendation has since impacted which links have been featured within  

 

Quick Links. 

 

Footer 

 

  The footer contains standard links that are expected at the bottom of a homepage. The  

 

footer contains administrative information such as the staff directory. The most noteworthy  

 

component of the footer is the social media icons. The Outreach Committee (Arulanantham et al,  

 

2015) and the Reference Committee (Bai et al, 2015) described the importance of having an  

 

online presence for FAIHR-L to advertise services, and its social media presence has been  

 

represented at the bottom of the homepage for users to view and follow if they desire. 

 

Future Components for the Homepage 

 

  The project had a scope and limitations. Additional parts to supplement the homepage,  

such as creating other webpages, were not developed. However, if the opportunity to include  

more parts to the FAIHR-L site was possible, the following components would be added. 

 

  The Cataloguing Committee (Bai et al, 2015) described a number of links that should be  

included in the roll-down of the Research tab. Links they suggested included those to citation  

guides, the institutional repository and copyright. However, Balsamiq was unable to render the  

appearance of a roll-down. Also, the policy page would have been more compiled than what was  

previewed at the presentation. 

 

  As the FAIHR-L site can be accessed via a computer and other devices, providing a  

mobile and iPad version of the site is a future endeavour that should be considered.  

 

  Accessibility issues that were raised in the reports could not be addressed and represented  

in the mockup. For example, providing alt text (Bai et al, 2015) on every image was not possible  
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with Balsamiq. However, for a live site, alt text would have been included for the images. 

 

  The Outreach Committee (Harnum et al, 2015) described in length subject guide pages  

for users. The Outreach Committee (Arulanantham et al, 2015) provided great depth on catering  

a subject to the specific needs of their users. However, this was beyond the scope of this project.  

If a live website was produced, these pages would be necessary to create to assist patrons with  

their research. 

 

Conclusion  
 

  This project was intended to have the staff of FAIHR-L consider the components  

necessary to have an effective web presence for their library. Patrons are continuously relying on  

online sources to be aware of the events of their university, and the library must follow such a  

trend to remain visible.  

 

  The deliverables of the three committees have influenced the final draft of the  

homepage's mockup and solidified the rationale of including many components. We have strived  

to engage the FAIHR-L community by participating in influencing FAIHR-L's online presence.  

The product of this project has formulated a modern and informative homepage for our users. 
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